
Charging

Included Items

Inguity® Hex Drone Instructions

1.  The Inguity® Hex Drone is suitable for indoor and outdoor use. If used outdoors, do not operate in 
winds exceeding 15mph (24kph)
2.  The Drone uses 2.4Ghz radio frequency to allow long range control. Up to four (4) Drones can be 
paired and operated at the same time. To operate more than one (1) Drone, fully pair the first before 
powering any additional units on. This will ensure only one (1) Drone is connected to each transmitter.
3.  Please read this manual in its entirety before attempting first flight. Remember, this Drone 
can cause bodily and/or property damage, never operate without the supervision of a competent adult.

To Charge, connect the USB charger to a power source. For fastest recharging make sure to connect to a 
USB rated at 5V 2.0A (Desktop PC, USB Wall Charger). If a lower power USB is used, longer charge times may 
result. Typical charging times are less than 45mins. When battery is completely charged the light will turn on.
NEVER LEAVE BATTERY UNATTENDED DURING CHARGING.

Battery Installation: 
1. Open battery cover and install 2 AAA batteries 
ensuring polarity (+, -) is matched.
2. Use fresh batteries to ensure maximum control range.
3. Do not mix fresh and old batteries or abnormal 
control characteristics may result.

Transmitter Battery Installation

Controls



Headless Mode (Heading Memory)

Flying Environment

Flying Practice

2. The batteries are installed incorrectly
Transmitter 
not working

1. The transmitter switch is “OFF”

3. The batteries do not have enough charge

1. Turn on the transmitter

2. Check the polarity of the batteries (+,-)

3. Replace with charged batteries

Drone 
difficult or 
impossible 
to control

1. Pairing was done incorrectly

2. Drone needs to be Zeroed

3. Wind is too strong

1. Pair Drone according to instructions

2. Zero Drone according to instructions

3. Discontinue flight until winds are calmer

Drone will not 
ascend 

1. The motors are rotating too slow.

2. The battery for Drone is dead

1. Press up on the throttle stick

2. Recharge the battery for the Drone

Rough Landing The throttle stick is decreased too quickly Decrease the throttle gradually when landing

Suddenly Out 
of Control

Drone is beyond control distance Make sure not to operate beyond 75ft (25m)

Precautions
1. The transmitter’s range will suffer if the batteries are not properly charged
2. The Drone may fly irratically if not charged. Recharge if not flying correctly.
3. If Drone is damaged, repair to restore correct flight characteristics
4. If the LiPo battery is bulging, or very hot, discontinue use and recycle according to local codes and regulations.

Need Extra Blades or other accessories? Visit www.ingeniousingenuity.com

Flip Left

Flip Backward Flip Forward

Flip Right

1. Before flight make sure the battery is completely charged and the Remote and Drone are “Off”
2. Turn Drone “On” and set on Flat/Stable/Level surface. Wait 5 seconds for Drone to calibrate the Gyroscope, 
Accelerometers and Magnometer. The light will change from Fast flashing, to Slow flashing when calibrated.
3. Turn Remote “On”. Blue light on Drone will flash Slow to indicate pairing mode. Remote light will flash.
4. Move Left Stick up, then Down on Remote to Pair. Remote light will become solid when successfully paired.

Important: White Blades Indicate the Front of the Drone

Pressing the throttle stick in the up direction causes the motors
to spin faster. Once the motors spin fast enough, the Drone will 
lift from the ground. Lowering the throttle will cause the motors 
to spin slower thereby lowing the Drone from the air.

When the Pitch Stick is pressed up, the Drone will tilt forward 
toward the white blades. This will cause the Drone to fly forward. 
Pressing the Pitch Stich Down causes the opposite. To steady the 
Drone, let go of the stick and it will return the drone to a neutral
position.

Pressing the rudder stick causes the Drone to Yaw to the 
left/right. If the stick is held, the Drone will enter a fast 
spinning state. To stop spinning, allow the stick to spring 
back to a neutral position.

To roll the Drone left/right press the Roll Stick. To return the 
Drone to a neutral position, allow the stick to spring back to 
its neutral position.

Pro Tip: For flying success, make sure the Drone is in a stable hover by 
using the trim buttons before attempting acrobatic flight.

If the Drone is drifting to the left or right without any 
controller input, adjust the L/R trim. Example: Drone 
is drifting left – press the R trim button until stable 
flight is achieved.  -30 < 0 >+30 (Zero is Center)  

If the Drone is drifting Forward or Reverse without any 
controller input, adjust the F/B trim. Example: Drone is 
drifting Forward – press the B trim button until stable 
flight is achieved. -30 < 0 >+30 (Zero is Center)

If Drone continues to drift after making many trim adjustments, the sensors need 
to be Zeroed. To Zero, pair Drone, then move the left and right control sticks as 
shown in the drawing. Wait 5 Seconds and allow sticks to return to neutral. 
Attempt to trim into a hover. Repeat process as necessary to achieve stable hover.

Cant Trim into a Hover? Zero the Sensors

When activated, Headless mode locks the current heading into memory. When the 
left stick is pressed in, the direction the drone is facing will be saved into memory. 
Now, when a control stick is pressed (left/right, forward/reverse) no matter the 
current orientation of the drone it will proceed as if it was still facing in the direction 
saved when headless mode was activated.

1. Indoor Flying: Choose a large open area without people, pets and precious property.
2. Outdoor Flying: Fly in open area without tall grass or loss of Drone may occur.

NOTICE:
1. Do not fly in extreme hot or cold weather. Damage to Drone may occur.
2. Do not fly on windy days. The Drone may 
not be able to fly against the wind strong 
enough to prevent wind from overcoming 
the flight performance of the Drone. Loss or 
damage may occur.

To master flying, practice is necessary. Please practice 
the following flight patterns.

Fly in a square pattern.
Fly in a cross pattern.

Initially practice by bringing the Drone into a low hover and returning to the 
ground. As you become more confident, attempt the other practice patterns.

Advanced Flight:
Once basic flight is achieved, 3D flips are possible. Preform flips from a 
minimum 10ft elevation and away from people/animals/objects. To enter 
3D flipping mode, press the Right control stick in. The controller will 

beep to indicate 3D flipping mode. Once in the 3D flipping mode, press the right stick in the direction desired. 
The Drone will flip in the direction. To exit 3D flipping mode without flipping, press the right stick in. The 
beeping will stop on the remote indicating exit of 3D flipping mode.

TroubleShooting


